We read the article by Musadiq et al 1 with great interest. The authors compare linear dimensions on fundus photographs between digital and photographic film systems. The authors state that due to high correlation coefficients between both measurements, bias was negligible for software correctly set at 351 field. However, while a high correlation between the two methods makes random operator-error bias unlikely, it cannot account for any systematic (nonrandom) bias occurring.
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In comparing agreement between two methods of measurement, one would expect a random scattering of data between the upper and lower 'limits of agreement' (72 SD).
2,3 However, both Figures 2 and 3 reveal an almost perfect linear increase in the discrepancy between the two measurement methods with increasing distance measured that could be described using a linear regression model. Rather than this representing a mere 'tendency of the measurements to be less accurate with increasing distances measured' as the authors state, this reveals a systematic measurement bias in the authors' study, with digital measurements overestimating the standard photographic measurements by a fixed percentage of the distance measured. This does not reveal agreement between the two methods, but merely association.
In addition, the authors have incorrectly plotted the 'limits of agreement' method as referred to in their text.
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This graphical method plots the difference between the two methods against the mean value of the two methods. It is a mistake to plot the difference against either value separately as the authors have, because the difference will be related to each value, a well-known statistical artefact. 4 This study highlights the inherent dangers of using correlation in assessing agreement between methods of measurement, a fact strongly emphasised by the statistical papers the authors refer to, 2,3 as well as others.
5
These methodological errors bring into question the authors' conclusions.
